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The Nusa Story
Nusa was born from the love of Bali; the Island
of Gods. A mythical island that is proud of its
history, culture and arts. Artisans express their
artistic heritage through their craftsmanship. You
can see this wherever you are in Bali: villages
of wood carvers; stone carvers; painters and
silversmiths.
Nusa brings you the finest Balinese silver
jewellery handcrafted in the traditional manner.
We work closely with artisans and foster the
growth of local economies, allowing young
men and women to stay in their villages and
family compounds without having to seek
employment in the tourist industry.
Nusa not only encourages communities to
remain tight-knitted but allows the traditional
art of silversmithing to be passed on down the
generations, ensuring this art never dies out.
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Women's
Exquisitely handcrafted using traditions handed
down from generation to generation; each Nusa
piece is subtly unique.
The simple elegance of Nusa can complement
any outfit, from casual to the most formal, which
means that you can enjoy your Nusa every day.
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WO M E N ' S
N E C K L AC E S

Necklaces

#0535
BATUR SILVER NECKLACE

Wrapped around the strong braided leather strap
is a beautifully intricate and carefully crafted silver
piece. Four small silver rings keep the centre piece
together, which features detailed wavy curves,
symbolising the soft curves of Bali's mountains and
waterfalls.
SKU: 5060487670535
Price: $ 115

#1211
LAKSHMI SILVER NECKLACE

This exqusite necklace has been handcrafted by our
skilled artisans in Bali. The necklace is the perfect
fusion between traditional silversmithing methods
and modern design; a contemporary piece destined
to become a modern heirloom to be passed down
from generation to generation.
SKU: 5060487671211
Price: $ 395
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WO M E N ' S
N E C K L AC E S

#0542
LEMPUYANG SILVER NECKLACE

A smooth braided leather strap holds an intricate
Balinese silver piece with a subtle silver spring
ring clasp that secures the necklace. This skillfully
handcrafted design on this centrepiece features a
small flower, inspired by the beautiful floral surroundings of central Bali.
SKU: 5060487670542
Price: $ 115

#0559
MERBUK SILVER NECKLACE

One of our personal favourites, the beautifully
handcrafted silver centrepiece of this Bali style
necklace creates a subtle yet unique piece. The
intricate fleur-de-lis motif has been very carefully
fashioned by a very talented Balinese silversmith.
A durable braided leather strap, completes the
necklace, which is held together by a small silver
spring ring clasp.
SKU: 5060487670559
Price: $ 115
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WO M E N ' S
N E C K L AC E S

#0405
MERPATI SILVER NECKLACE

This beautiful soft piece of Indonesian silver has
been carefully fashioned in to a seamless flowing
shape by a skilled Balinese artisan with many years
of experience. One of our more formal pieces, this
special necklace will fit comfortably on your neck
and transform any outfit into something amazing.
SKU: 5060487670405
Price: $ 215

#0603
SARI SILVER NECKLACE

A silver sun with flowing and curling rays, form a
floral like design with incredibly intricate details
and perfectly soft polished finish. Two small gold
rings encase the beautiful centerpiece and a fine
interwoven silver chain holds the whole necklace
together. Handcrafted by local Balinese silversmiths,
this necklace is the perfect accessory for all your
elegant outfits.
SKU: 5060487670603
Price: $ 225
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WO M E N ' S
N E C K L AC E S

#0597
SETRA SILVER NECKLACE

Three shiny gold rings divide the beautiful silver
center piece that features an intricate floral pattern
inspired by the flowing floral designs found on
the traditional Balinese sarongs. A soft interwoven
silver chain wraps around your neck finished to
perfection with a small spring ring clasp. A refined
and intricate piece that pairs well with any outfit that
needs a bit of electricity!
SKU: 5060487670597
Price: $ 225

#1198
SUNGI SILVER CHAIN

Our artisans have beautifully handcrafted each
single silver link and composed this elegant chain.
This silver chain with its understated elegance can
be worn on its own or paired with a Nusa pendant.
SKU: 5060487671198
Price: $ 55
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WO M E N ' S
N E C K L AC E S

#1204
YEH HO SILVER CHAIN

Carefully handcrafted by our artisans, each oxidised
silver thread has been weaved together giving this
silver chain an antique look. The simple elegance of
the chain allows you to wear it on its own or paired
with a Nusa pendant.
SKU: 5060487671204
Price: $ 65
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WO M E N ' S
B R AC E L E T S

Bracelets

#0757
ABANG SILVER BRACELET

This bracelet has a strong braided leather strap,
holding together an intricate and carefully handcrafted silver piece. Four small silver rings keep
the centre piece together, which features detailed
flower motif found on many temples throughout
Bali.
SKU: 5060487670757
Price: $ 85

#0276
ATUH SILVER BRACELET

A subtle piece that makes a big statement; this
beautiful piece of Balinese silver was meticulously
handcrafted in the flowing design you see today.
The bracelet features an intricately woven silver
design with a soft rounded rim to ensure it comfortably sits on your wrist. A delicate polish is added
to ensure a subtle gleam that will perfectly catch
the sun when you next wear it out.
SKU: 5060487670276
Price: $ 155
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WO M E N ' S
B R AC E L E T S

#0252
BALANGAN SILVER CUFF

The exquisite detail and meticulous craftsmanship,
which has gone into producing this piece, is visible
in the handwoven threads of silver that interlock
in perfect harmony. A thicker silver rim provides a
comfortable slip-on feeling with a smooth interior
that sits softly on your skin. The cuff has been carefully polished to reveal the sparkling Balinese silver.
SKU: 5060487670252
Price: $ 295

#0221
BALIAN SILVER BRACELET

This bracelet has been meticulously handcrafted
by a Balinese artisan from beautiful local silver of
Indonesia. Four smoothly polished silver spheres
are held together by a woven tight braid, creating a
unique piece to show off at any occasion.
SKU: 5060487670221
Price: $ 275
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WO M E N ' S
B R AC E L E T S

#0740
CATU SILVER BRACELET

A thick braided leather strap holds this handcrafted
Balinese style bracelet together. An intricately cut
piece of Bali silver featuring a traditional flower,
also found on many temples and houses throughout the island, is secured by a subtle silver spring
ring clasp.
SKU: 5060487670740
Price: $ 105

#0290
KARMA SILVER CUFF

The cuff subtly slims as it delicately bends in a curl,
providing a flexible fit for any size. Intricately woven
silver strands make up the body of this beautiful
piece, perfectly and meticulously handcrafted
by local silversmiths and polished to a seamless
gleam. This is a great accessory to any outfit in
need of a bit of flair.
SKU: 5060487670290
Price: $ 205
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WO M E N ' S
B R AC E L E T S

#0245
KETEWEL SILVER CUFF

One of our most popular pieces, the overwhelming
intricacy of this skillfully handcrafted Balinese silver
cuff makes it truly unique to our collection. Tightly
woven interlocking silver strands are carefully woven by the local artisans and then carefully polished
to create a smooth finish. A subtle statetement piece
that will turn heads.
SKU: 5060487670245
Price: $ 315

#0283
KUTA SILVER CUFF

The intricacy of this fine silver piece is what makes
it so special, the cuff has been hand-forged by
a skilled Balinese artisan. A soft polished interior
makes for a comfortable fit, while the woven motif
shows off the value of meticulously handcrafted
silver, rather than the mass-produced moulds found
elsewhere in the world.
SKU: 5060487670283
Price: $ 205
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WO M E N ' S
B R AC E L E T S

#0313
MELASTI SILVER CUFF

This cuff, handcrafted by the talented Balinese
silversmiths, is the perfect accessory to any look.
The delicate interlocking criss-cross motif provides
a beautiful exterior to onlookers, while the smooth
interior allows it to sit comfortably on your wrist.
Durable by design, the glimmering surface will last
you a lifetime.
SKU: 5060487670313
Price: $ 205

#0238
PADMA SILVER BRACELET

Similar to the Balian Silver Bracelet, this bracelet is
an incredibly intricate piece that has been handcrafted by a Balinese artisan using local Indonesian
silver. Four smoothly polished silver spheres are
held together by a woven loose braid, creating a
unique piece to show off at any occasion.
SKU: 5060487670238
Price: $ 275
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WO M E N ' S
B R AC E L E T S

#0269
TAMARIND SILVER BRACELET

This head-turning silver bracelet, fashioned by local
Balinese artisans, features a detailed checkered
design interspersed with soft strands of polished
silver. A smooth interior makes for a cozy fit with
enough flexibility to comfortably sit wrapped around
any sized wrist.
SKU: 5060487670269
Price: $ 255

#0719
TANJUN SILVER BRACELET

A tightly woven, yet flexible, silver chain bracelet
holds fine silver detail in the center, comprising of
three small golden stripes and an intricate floral
design flowing within. Strong and durable, yet with
a delicate design that takes its inspiration from the
beautiful flora found on the island of Bali.
SKU: 5060487670719
Price: $ 215
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WO M E N ' S
B R AC E L E T S

#0306
TULAMBEN SILVER BRACELET

The beautiful Indonesian silver was skillfully
handcrafted by local artisans, using only traditional
methods. The bracelet features silver granules that
have been flattened out into "dots", creating a pebbles motif. A cascade of small silver pebbles have
been handcrafted and carefully arranged to create
this unique bracelet.
SKU: 5060487670306
Price: $ 255
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WO M E N ' S
EARRINGS

Earrings

#0122
ALAMANDA SILVER & GOLD EARRINGS

Silver threads and traditional granulation methods
have been used to craft these beautiful earrings.
The solid gold tear in the centre beautifully fuses
the two precious metals to make this a perfect all
day accessory.
SKU: 5060487670122
Price: $ 75

#0443
AMED SILVER EARRINGS

Handcrafted by local Balinese silversmiths, this
incredible set of earrings features hundreds of individual silver granules divided by three separate silver rings. Like the growth rings of an aging tree that
inspired this piece, these unique silver earrings have
undergone a journey that is for you to continue.
SKU: 5060487670443
Price: $ 95
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WO M E N ' S
EARRINGS

#0214
CHAMPAK SILVER & GOLD EARRINGS

These earrings have been meticulously handcrafted from Indonesian silver threads and gold
by skilled Balinese artisans. A solid gold teardrop
is encircled by silver granules and beautiful silver
swirls, all subtly polished to create a soft glow
when the sun touches them.
SKU: 5060487670214
Price: $ 85

#0900
GAJAH SILVER EARRINGS

These earrings showcase the best creativity of
the local Balinese silversmiths. The modern cones
and the minute smooth silver dots, coupled with
the traditional swirl motif is a nod to the past whilst
projecting itself into the future.
SKU: 5060487670900
Price: $ 115
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WO M E N ' S
EARRINGS

#0177
HELICONIA SILVER & GOLD EARRINGS

These fine earrings have been handcrafted with traditional methods; using silver threads and granules
intermixing it with solid gold brands. These earrings
are a perfect all day accessory.
SKU: 5060487670177
Price: $ 75

#0450
JEMPIRING SILVER EARRINGS

Two silver bars hold the intricate detailing by talented local artisan who has skillfully hand woven
a fine traditional Balinese motif. Smoothly polished
silver spheres bring balance and harmony to this set
of earrings. The intricacy of this Balinese motif will
strike a chord with those who seek authentic beauty.
SKU: 5060487670450
Price: $ 85
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WO M E N ' S
EARRINGS

#0146
JEPUN SILVER & GOLD EARRINGS

Indonesian silver threads and traditional granulation methods have been used to handcraft these
delicate diamond shaped earrings. Like a reflective
golden sun emitting silver rays of light, these subtle
earrings tell a story of their own, and it's now yours
to tell.
SKU: 5060487670146
Price: $ 75

#0887
KELINCI SILVER EARRINGS

These earrings have been handcrafted by local
Balinese silversmiths. The beautiful traditional swirl
motif and its modern oval shape strike the perfect
balance between the past and present.
SKU: 5060487670887
Price: $ 95
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WO M E N ' S
EARRINGS

#0207
KENYERI SILVER & GOLD EARRINGS

A sister to the beautiful Pelung Silver & Gold Earrings, these beautiful circular earrings are made
from local Indonesian silver and handcrafted by
Balinese artisans. A single solid gold drop is encased
by traditional Balinese swirl motif made from silver
threads, the two precious metals work in harmony to
create a delicate all day accessory.
SKU: 5060487670207
Price: $ 85

#0436
KERASI SILVER EARRINGS

These earrings have been carefully handcrafted
into a royal sceptre design, featuring detailed silver
granules with silver swirls motif. The simplicity, yet
intricate details of these earrings make them a great
accessory for those special of occasions that require
a classic yet modern look.
SKU: 5060487670436
Price: $ 85
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WO M E N ' S
EARRINGS

#0184
KERTAS SILVER & GOLD EARRINGS

A single solid gold teardrop is surrounded by a
beautiful silver granules, intricately handcrafted by
Balinese silversmiths. Decades of refined skill has
gone into the meticulous creation of these magnificent earrings, forming what is ultimately a one-of-a
kind piece of jewellery with soft polish that will
gleam at passersby.
SKU: 5060487670184
Price: $ 85

#0320
LOVINA SILVER EARRINGS

The classic teardrop motif is redefined by the
beautiful intricacy of these carefully woven
Balinese silver earrings. Meticulously handcrafted
by the skilled Balinese silversmiths, each delicate
earring is held together by a soft silver frame, providing a smooth polished and elegant finish.
SKU: 5060487670320
Price: $ 105
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WO M E N ' S
EARRINGS

#0139
MITIR SILVER & GOLD EARRINGS

Like a blossoming flower on the first day of spring,
a shining golden pistil is surrounded by smooth
interwoven silver petals. Local Balinese artisans
have used silver threads and traditional granulation
methods to fuse silver and solid gold into these
beautiful earrings.
SKU: 5060487670139
Price: $ 75

#0191
PELUNG SILVER & GOLD EARRINGS

A sister to the beautiful Kenyeri Silver & Gold
Earrings, these earrings present a gleaming single
solid gold teardrop encased by an intricate detailed
frame featuring traditional Balinese swirl motif. The
contrast between the two precious metals is guaranteed to turn heads as they subtly glint in the sun.
SKU: 5060487670191
Price: $ 85
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WO M E N ' S
EARRINGS

#0160
SANDAT SILVER & GOLD EARRINGS

Fine bands of polished solid gold encircle the incredibly detailed Balinese silver, meticulously fashioned into beautiful silver granules and swirls by the
hands of local artisans with decades of experience
in silversmithing. These incredible earrings are
guaranteed to turn heads whenever you wear them
out, glinting in the sun and under the stars and
taking with you a little piece of Bali.
SKU: 5060487670160
Price: $ 75

#0337
SANUR SILVER EARRINGS

Two delicate handcrafted silver leaves, that have
been carefully woven by the skilled Balinese silversmiths, are held together by a smooth outer frame
contrasting the intricate detail of the bodies. The
simplicity and organic theme of these earrings take
their inspiration from the beautiful island of Bali,
from where they were fashioned and crafted.
SKU: 5060487670337
Price: $ 105
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WO M E N ' S
EARRINGS

#0894
TERATAI SILVER EARRINGS

These earrings are a beautiful example of intricate
craftmanship. The silver dots, made with traditional
granulation techniques, are individually crafted and
assembled together. A subtle accessory that can
help transition from a day to night look.
SKU: 5060487670894
Price: $ 95

#0917
UBUD SILVER EARRINGS

Traditional granulation and silver thread techniques
have been used to handcraft these delicate earrings
by experienced Balinese artisans. These earrings
proudly tell the history of Balinese silver jewellery.
SKU: 5060487670917
Price: $ 85
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WO M E N ' S
EARRINGS

#0153
VANDA SILVER & GOLD EARRINGS

Local Balinese silversmiths have handcrafted
these fine teardrop earrings, using Indonesian silver
threads and traditional granulation methods. The
artisans have fused the two precious metals to
create a simple yet elegant all day accessory.
SKU: 5060487670153
Price: $ 75
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WO M E N ' S
P E N DA N T S

Pendants

#0467
AMED SILVER PENDANT

Handcrafted by a local Balinese silversmith, this
incredible silver pendant features hundreds of
individual silver granules divided by three separate
silver rings. Like the growth rings of an aging tree
that inspired this piece, this unique silver pendant
has undergone a journey that is for you to continue.
SKU: 5060487670467
Price: $ 80

#0016
AYING SILVER PENDANT

A smooth silver teardrop holds a delicate symmetrical detail made up of intricate diamond and floral
shapes. This design has been meticulously handcrafted by Balinese silversmiths, who have spent
decades dedicated to beautiful precision patterns
like this piece. Note the detail on the locket bail;
detail is everything.
SKU: 5060487670016
Price: $ 65
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WO M E N ' S
P E N DA N T S

#0085
BUYAN SILVER PENDANT

A combination of incredibly fine silver threads and
silver granules have been molded into the traditional Balinese swirl design. This pendant features
a small central cavity, traditionally designed to hold
small religious prayer scripts.
SKU: 5060487670085
Price: $ 75

#0108
JEMBONG SILVER PENDANT

Like a silver sun exploding with energy, it's hard to
take your eyes of this incredibly detailed pendant.
Each individual detail of this piece has been handcrafted by a local Balinese silversmith, fashioning
what is truly an amazing and unique piece. This
piece of flair has the ability to transform any outfit
and make you shine.
SKU: 5060487670108
Price: $ 80
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WO M E N ' S
P E N DA N T S

#0092
KUSAMBA SILVER PENDANT

Traditionally used to hold small scripts of prayer
in the central cavity, this detailed silver pendant
features very finely woven Balinese silver threads,
handcrafted by a local artisan. A simple yet beautiful
piece with a delicate bail locket design.
SKU: 5060487670092
Price: $ 75

#0078
MATAN SILVER PENDANT

Each silver thread and silver granule have meticulously been handcrafted and fashioned into this
beautiful silver pendant. A truly unique design;
two small hearts divided by a soft circle and outer
polished silver frame. This pendant features a small
central cavity, traditionally designed to hold small
religious prayer scripts.
SKU: 5060487670078
Price: $ 75
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WO M E N ' S
P E N DA N T S

#0061
MENDAUM SILVER PENDANT

This pendant takes its inspiration from the beautiful
floral designs found throughout Bali's temples and
architecture. Silver threads have been delicately
twisted and traditional granulation methods have
been used to form this traditional Balinese motif.
Intricate designs, that complement the pendant,
have been used to make the bail locket.
SKU: 5060487670061
Price: $ 80

#0054
OTAN SILVER PENDANT

Inspired by the beautiful floral designs found
throughout Bali's temples and architecture, this detailed pendant has been carefully handcrafted by
local Balinese silversmiths, delivering what is a truly
unique design. The amount of time that has gone
into crafting this piece is visible in the very refined
and symmetrical curves and soft polished finish.
SKU: 5060487670054
Price: $ 80
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WO M E N ' S
P E N DA N T S

#0047
PALASARI SILVER PENDANT

Beautiful attention to detail has gone into both the
design and the meticulous handcrafting that fashioned this pendant from Indonesian silver. Four fine
silver hearts meet in the center while a solid square
frame holds the pendant in shape. Intricate details
are also visible on the locket bail.
SKU: 5060487670047
Price: $ 80

#0030
SABA SILVER PENDANT

Beautiful smooth silver threads have been carefully
twisted into this detailed floral design by a skilled
local artisan. The small oblong pendant shimmers in
the sun with its soft polish and stunning Indonesian
silver. Take a piece of Bali wherever you go.
SKU: 5060487670030
Price: $ 65
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WO M E N ' S
P E N DA N T S

#0863
TABANAN SILVER MEDALLION

This handcrafted silver medallion takes its inspiration from the the natural surrondings of Bali. The
bamboo canes and foliage motif at the centre
provides texture, whilst the intricate design on the
locket bail elegantly completes the medallion.
SKU: 5060487670863
Price: $ 95

#0115
TAMBLINGAN SILVER PENDANT

Like a silver tulip blossoming in Spring, this beautiful pendant with an unique pattern is hypnotizing.
Handcrafted by skilled Balinese silversmiths, the
smoothly polished silver will gleam in the sun
wherever you go and help take with you a little
piece of Bali.
SKU: 5060487670115
Price: $ 80
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WO M E N ' S
P E N DA N T S

#0023
TELAGA SILVER PENDANT

This beautiful dual patterned teardrop design features two silver wings with a detailed floral pattern
above and beneath. The pendant and its intricate
locket bail, have been handcrafted and fashioned
by a local Balinese silversmith, using traditional
methods.
SKU: 5060487670023
Price: $ 65
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WO M E N ' S
RINGS

Rings

#0474
AMED SILVER RING

Handcrafted by a local Balinese silversmith, this
incredible ring features hundreds of individual silver
granules divided by three separate silver rings.
Like the growth rings of an aging tree that inspired
this piece, this unique silver ring has undergone a
journey that is for you to continue.
Variant: Style Code 8
SKU: 5060487670481
Price: $ 105
Variant: Style Code 9
SKU: 5060487670504
Price: $ 105
Variant: Style Code 10
SKU: 5060487670511
Price: $ 105
Variant: Style Code 11
SKU: 5060487670528
Price: $ 105

#1167
GEGER SILVER RING

Inspired by the beautifully pebbled surfaces commonly found throughout Bali, this exquisite ring has
had each silver pebble handcrafted and fashioned
by local Balinese silversmiths. A lightly polished
finish will make this unique piece glint in the afternoon sun and turn heads wherever you are.
Variant: Style Code 6
SKU: 5060487670429
Price: $ 115
Variant: Style Code 7
SKU: 5060487671174
Price: $ 115
Variant: Style Code 8
SKU: 5060487671181
Price: $ 115
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WO M E N ' S
RINGS

#1082
PASIR SILVER RING

Lovingly handcrafted by a Balinese silversmith, this
unique design features an intricate floral design
with small granulated dots curving through the
centerpiece in a slow wave. Only traditional Balinese
silversmithing techniques have been used to craft
this delicate ring.
Variant: Style Code 6
SKU: 5060487671075
Price: $ 115
Variant: Style Code 7
SKU: 5060487670399
Price: $ 115
Variant: Style Code 8
SKU: 5060487671099
Price: $ 115

#0375
PEDANG SILVER RING

The ring features a beautiful flowing design, carefully handcrafted by skilled Balinese silversmiths. A
thick silver outer frame holds the carefully woven
silver in place, providing a durable and polished
finish that wraps comfortably and securely on your
finger. Watch the sun glint off the edges and turn
heads wherever you go.
SKU: 5060487670375
Price: $ 105
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WO M E N ' S
RINGS

#0344
SALUBAN SILVER RING

The ring has a smooth outer edge that holds the
delicate interlocking silver strands of Balinese silver
found within, creating a soft polished finish that sits
comfortably on your finger. Handcrafted by skilled
local silversmiths, this ring requires incredible precision and many decades of experience to smith.
SKU: 5060487670344
Price: $ 105

#0368
SOKA SILVER RING

This ring is a sibling of the Pedang Silver Ring,
featuring intricate interlocking detail that carefully
weaves silver into silver. A strong silver rim makes
the piece durable, while a subtle polish ensures a
smooth finish.
SKU: 5060487670368
Price: $ 105
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WO M E N ' S
RINGS

#1129
TUGEL SILVER RING

A smooth outer edge holds the delicate interlocking
silver strands of Balinese silver found within, creating
a soft polished saddle to comfortably sit on your
finger. Handcrafted by skilled Balinese silversmiths,
this unique woven ring is one of our most precious
pieces, encompassing the soft simplicity of the
island it came from.
Variant: Style Code 6
SKU: 5060487671105
Price: $ 105
Variant: Style Code
SKU: 5060487671112
Price: $ 105

7

Variant: Style Code 8
SKU: 5060487670351
Price: $ 105
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WO M E N ' S
M O T H E R & B A BY

Mother & Baby

#0801
KADEK SILVER BABY ANKLET

Created from soft Indonesian silver, and carefully
crafted by local Balinese artisans, this silver baby
anklet expands as the child grows. This beautiful
silver piece features a two jingle bells that chime
softly every time the baby moves.
SKU: 5060487670801
Price: $ 55

#0771
KETUT SILVER BABY BRACELET

This beautiful polished strand of Indonesian silver
was carefully fashioned by Balinese artisans. Small
stars and wavy lines decorate the exterior of the
expandable bracelet, the perfect gift for any newborn baby.
SKU: 5060487670771
Price: $ 55
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WO M E N ' S
M O T H E R & B A BY

#0764
KOMANG SILVER BABY BRACELET

A simple yet beautiful design suited perfectly to a
baby, this smooth silver bracelet was carefully cut
and fashioned by a local Balinese silversmith with
decades' worth of experience. This expandable
bracelet will be a great gift for any newborn baby.
SKU: 5060487670764
Price: $ 45

#0788
MADE SILVER BABY ANKLET

Created from soft Indonesian silver and carefully
crafted by local Balinese artisans, this silver baby anklet expands as the child grows. This beautiful silver
piece features a single jingle bell that chimes softly
every time the baby moves.
SKU: 5060487670788
Price: $ 45
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WO M E N ' S
M O T H E R & B A BY

#0795
WAYAN SILVER BABY ANKLET

Created from soft Indonesian silver, and carefully
crafted by local Balinese artisans, this silver baby
anklet expands as the child grows. This beautiful
silver piece features two small jingle balls with stars
motif on the exterior of the anklet.
SKU: 5060487670795
Price: $ 55
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Men's
Exquisitely handcrafted using traditions handed
down from generation to generation; each Nusa
piece is subtly unique.
The simple elegance of Nusa can complement
any outfit, from casual to the most formal, which
means that you can enjoy your Nusa every day.
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MEN'S
B R AC E L E T S

Bracelets

#0757
ABANG SILVER BRACELET

This bracelet has a strong braided leather strap,
holding together an intricate and carefully handcrafted silver piece. Four small silver rings keep
the centre piece together, which features detailed
flower motif found on many temples throughout
Bali.
SKU: 5060487670757
Price: $ 85

#0726
AGUNG SILVER BRACELET

The artisan of this piece has intricately handcrafted subtle wavy pattern on the silver central piece,
while the strong thick leather strap is carefully
braided to ensure durability. A bold yet elegant
fashion statement, that can be worn all day long.
SKU: 5060487670726
Price: $ 105
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MEN'S
B R AC E L E T S

#0221
BALIAN SILVER BRACELET

This bracelet has been meticulously handcrafted
by a Balinese artisan from beautiful local silver of
Indonesia. Four smoothly polished silver spheres
are held together by a woven tight braid, creating a
unique piece to show off at any occasion.
SKU: 5060487670221
Price: $ 275

#0696
BRATAN SILVER BRACELET

This sturdy, yet elegant, piece of handcrafted
smooth Balinese silver offers an intricate interlaced
design. Its strong box clasp is built to bare the outdoor elements while keeping it stylish indoors.
SKU: 5060487670696
Price: $ 195
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MEN'S
B R AC E L E T S

#0740
CATU SILVER BRACELET

A thick braided leather strap holds this handcrafted
Balinese style bracelet together. An intricately cut
piece of Bali silver featuring a traditional flower,
also found on many temples and houses throughout the island, is secured by a subtle silver spring
ring clasp.
SKU: 5060487670740
Price: $ 105

#0733
LESONG SILVER BRACELET

This unique piece of Balinese silver jewellery holds
an intricate wavy motif, which has been carefully
handcrafted by skilled Balinese artisans. A thick
braided leather band, is held together with a subtle
spring ring clasp. You can complement your look
with the Lesong Silver Necklace.
SKU: 5060487670733
Price: $ 105
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MEN'S
B R AC E L E T S

#0689
MEDEWI SILVER BRACELET

The intricate silver weave of this bracelet showcases
a stylish interlocked pattern that's been carefully
handcrafted by Balinese silversmiths. A subtle box
clasp secures the bracelet, guaranteeing a strong
and durable connection built to withstand any environment or activity.
SKU: 5060487670689
Price: $ 215

#0702
NYANG SILVER BRACELET

A tight yet flexible weave holds the carefully handcrafted silver braclet in place, finished off with a
small silver hook providing a durable connection to
a detailed piece. A particularly stylish bracelet for
the modern man, this piece embodies the beautiful
simplicity of the Bali.
SKU: 5060487670702
Price: $ 195
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MEN'S
B R AC E L E T S

#0238
PADMA SILVER BRACELET

Similar to the Balian Silver Bracelet, this bracelet is
an incredibly intricate piece that has been handcrafted by a Balinese artisan using local Indonesian
silver. Four smoothly polished silver spheres are
held together by a woven loose braid, creating a
unique piece to show off at any occasion.
SKU: 5060487670238
Price: $ 275
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MEN'S
N E C K L AC E S

Necklaces

#0573
ADENG SILVER NECKLACE

A strong braided leather strap designed to withstand the powerful Balinese surf, holds the intricate
Balinese silver detail in place. The highly skilled
artisans have carefully fashioned fine wavy motif
on the silver centrepiece, making this handcrafted
necklace a truly contemporary piece of jewellery.
SKU: 5060487670573
Price: $ 135

#0566
BATUKARU SILVER NECKLACE

A favourite of Nusa's Fusion Collection, this necklace
holds in its centre a small Balinese sun, providing
a small token of happiness wherever you wear it.
The incredibly intricate detail found on this large
silver centrepiece has been carefully handcrafted
by a skilled Balinese artisan, making this piece truly
unique to the island.
SKU: 5060487670566
Price: $ 135
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MEN'S
N E C K L AC E S

#0535
BATUR SILVER NECKLACE

Wrapped around the strong braided leather strap
is a beautifully intricate and carefully crafted silver
piece. Four small silver rings keep the centre piece
together, which features detailed wavy curves,
symbolising the soft curves of Bali's mountains and
waterfalls.
SKU: 5060487670535
Price: $ 115

#0658
BRATAN SILVER CHAIN NECKLACE

This sturdy, yet elegant, piece of handcrafted
smooth Balinese silver offers an intricate interlaced
design and a strong box clasp built to bare the outdoor elements while keeping it stylish indoors.
SKU: 5060487670658
Price: $ 275
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MEN'S
N E C K L AC E S

#0627
CANGGU SILVER CHAIN NECKLACE

The handcrafted necklace has a tight yet flexible
weave with an intricate hook clasp that secures the
necklace with elegance. A must have accessory for
any man seeking understated sophistication.
Variant: Length 50cm
SKU: 5060487670641
Price: $ 280
Variant: Length 60cm
SKU: 5060487670634
Price: $ 295

#0542
LEMPUYANG SILVER NECKLACE

A smooth braided leather strap holds an intricate
Balinese silver piece with a subtle silver spring ring
clasp that secures the necklace. This skillfully handcrafted design on this centrepiece features a small
flower, inspired by the beautiful floral surroundings
of central Bali.
SKU: 5060487670542
Price: $ 115
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N E C K L AC E S

#0580
LESONG SILVER NECKLACE

A counterpart of our Lesong Silver Bracelet, this
necklace is handcrafted by the skilled Balinese
artisans, featuring a large and intricate silver detail
with a wavy motif found throughout Balinese
architecture. A durable braided leather strap holds
the necklace together and provides a comfortable
surface that won't irritate your neck.
SKU: 5060487670580
Price: $ 135

#0610
MEDEWI SILVER CHAIN NECKLACE

The intricate silver weave of this necklace showcases a stylish interlocked pattern that's been
carefully handcrafted by a Balinese silversmith. An
beautifully detailed hook secures the necklace,
guaranteeing a strong and durable connection built
to withstand any environment or activity.
SKU: 5060487670610
Price: $ 295
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N E C K L AC E S

#0559
MERBUK SILVER NECKLACE

One of our personal favourites, the beautifully handcrafted silver centrepiece of this Bali style necklace
creates a subtle yet unique piece. The intricate fleurde-lis motif has been very carefully fashioned by a
very talented Balinese silversmith. A durable braided
leather strap, completes the necklace, which is held
together by a small silver spring ring clasp.
SKU: 5060487670559
Price: $ 115

#1198
SUNGI SILVER CHAIN

Our artisans have beautifully handcrafted each single silver link and composed this elegant chain. This
silver chain with its understated elegance can be
worn on its own or paired with a Nusa pendant.
SKU: 5060487671198
Price: $ 55
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MEN'S
RINGS

Rings

#1051
BLUE POINT SILVER RING

The beautiful and intricate pattern represent the
smooth swell of Bali's Blue Point coast, this silver
ring was meticulously handcrafted by a local
Balinese silversmith. Durable polished silver, yet
still a fashionably lightweight, this is a very special
piece that can be worn with any outfit.
Variant: Style Code 9
SKU: 5060487671044
Price: $ 85
Variant: Style Code 10
SKU: 5060487670412
Price: $ 85
Variant: Style Code 11
SKU: 5060487671068
Price: $ 85
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Collections
Exquisitely handcrafted using traditions handed
down from generation to generation; each Nusa
piece is subtly unique.
The simple elegance of Nusa can complement
any outfit, from casual to the most formal, which
means that you can enjoy your Nusa every day.
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T H E F U S I O N C O L L E CT I O N

The Fusion Collection

#0757
ABANG SILVER BRACELET

This bracelet has a strong braided leather strap,
holding together an intricate and carefully handcrafted silver piece. Four small silver rings keep
the centre piece together, which features detailed
flower motif found on many temples throughout
Bali.
SKU: 5060487670757
Price: $ 85

#0573
ADENG SILVER NECKLACE

A strong braided leather strap designed to withstand the powerful Balinese surf, holds the intricate
Balinese silver detail in place. The highly skilled
artisans have carefully fashioned fine wavy motif
on the silver centrepiece, making this handcrafted
necklace a truly contemporary piece of jewellery.
SKU: 5060487670573
Price: $ 135
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CO L L E CT I O N S
T H E F U S I O N C O L L E CT I O N

#0726
AGUNG SILVER BRACELET

The artisan of this piece has intricately handcrafted
subtle wavy pattern on the silver central piece, while
the strong thick leather strap is carefully braided to
ensure durability. A bold yet elegant fashion statement, that can be worn all day long.
SKU: 5060487670726
Price: $ 105

#0566
BATUKARU SILVER NECKLACE

A favourite of Nusa's Fusion Collection, this necklace
holds in its centre a small Balinese sun, providing
a small token of happiness wherever you wear it.
The incredibly intricate detail found on this large
silver centrepiece has been carefully handcrafted
by a skilled Balinese artisan, making this piece truly
unique to the island.
SKU: 5060487670566
Price: $ 135
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CO L L E CT I O N S
T H E F U S I O N C O L L E CT I O N

#0535
BATUR SILVER NECKLACE

Wrapped around the strong braided leather strap
is a beautifully intricate and carefully crafted silver
piece. Four small silver rings keep the centre piece
together, which features detailed wavy curves,
symbolising the soft curves of Bali's mountains and
waterfalls.
SKU: 5060487670535
Price: $ 115

#0740
CATU SILVER BRACELET

A thick braided leather strap holds this handcrafted
Balinese style bracelet together. An intricately cut
piece of Bali silver featuring a traditional flower,
also found on many temples and houses throughout the island, is secured by a subtle silver spring
ring clasp.
SKU: 5060487670740
Price: $ 105
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CO L L E CT I O N S
T H E F U S I O N C O L L E CT I O N

#0542
LEMPUYANG SILVER NECKLACE

A smooth braided leather strap holds an intricate
Balinese silver piece with a subtle silver spring ring
clasp that secures the necklace. This skillfully handcrafted design on this centrepiece features a small
flower, inspired by the beautiful floral surroundings
of central Bali.
SKU: 5060487670542
Price: $ 115

#0733
LESONG SILVER BRACELET

This unique piece of Balinese silver jewellery holds
an intricate wavy motif, which has been carefully
handcrafted by skilled Balinese artisans. A thick
braided leather band, is held together with a subtle
spring ring clasp. You can complement your look
with the Lesong Silver Necklace.
SKU: 5060487670733
Price: $ 105
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T H E F U S I O N C O L L E CT I O N

#0580
LESONG SILVER NECKLACE

A counterpart of our Lesong Silver Bracelet, this
necklace is handcrafted by the skilled Balinese
artisans, featuring a large and intricate silver detail
with a wavy motif found throughout Balinese
architecture. A durable braided leather strap holds
the necklace together and provides a comfortable
surface that won't irritate your neck.
SKU: 5060487670580
Price: $ 135

#0559
MERBUK SILVER NECKLACE

One of our personal favourites, the beautifully
handcrafted silver centrepiece of this Bali style
necklace creates a subtle yet unique piece. The
intricate fleur-de-lis motif has been very carefully
fashioned by a very talented Balinese silversmith.
A durable braided leather strap, completes the
necklace, which is held together by a small silver
spring ring clasp.
SKU: 5060487670559
Price: $ 115
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CO L L E CT I O N S
T H E WOV E N CO L L E CT I O N

The Woven Collection

#0276
ATUH SILVER BRACELET

A subtle piece that makes a big statement; this
beautiful piece of Balinese silver was meticulously
handcrafted in the flowing design you see today.
The bracelet features an intricately woven silver
design with a soft rounded rim to ensure it comfortably sits on your wrist. A delicate polish is added to
ensure a subtle gleam that will perfectly catch the
sun when you next wear it out.
SKU: 5060487670276
Price: $ 155

#0252
BALANGAN SILVER CUFF

The exquisite detail and meticulous craftsmanship,
which has gone into producing this piece, is visible
in the handwoven threads of silver that interlock
in perfect harmony. A thicker silver rim provides a
comfortable slip-on feeling with a smooth interior
that sits softly on your skin. The cuff has been carefully polished to reveal the sparkling Balinese silver.
SKU: 5060487670252
Price: $ 295
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CO L L E CT I O N S
T H E WOV E N CO L L E CT I O N

#0290
KARMA SILVER CUFF

The cuff subtly slims as it delicately bends in a curl,
providing a flexible fit for any size. Intricately woven
silver strands make up the body of this beautiful
piece, perfectly and meticulously handcrafted
by local silversmiths and polished to a seamless
gleam. This is a great accessory to any outfit in
need of a bit of flair.
SKU: 5060487670290
Price: $ 205

#0245
KETEWEL SILVER CUFF

One of our most popular pieces, the overwhelming
intricacy of this skillfully handcrafted Balinese silver
cuff makes it truly unique to our collection. Tightly woven interlocking silver strands are carefully
woven by the local artisans and then carefully
polished to create a smooth finish. A subtle statetement piece that will turn heads.
SKU: 5060487670245
Price: $ 315
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CO L L E CT I O N S
T H E WOV E N CO L L E CT I O N

#0283
KUTA SILVER CUFF

The intricacy of this fine silver piece is what makes
it so special, the cuff has been hand-forged by
a skilled Balinese artisan. A soft polished interior
makes for a comfortable fit, while the woven motif
shows off the value of meticulously handcrafted
silver, rather than the mass-produced moulds found
elsewhere in the world.
SKU: 5060487670283
Price: $ 205

#0320
LOVINA SILVER EARRINGS

The classic teardrop motif is redefined by the beautiful intricacy of these carefully woven Balinese silver
earrings. Meticulously handcrafted by the skilled
Balinese silversmiths, each delicate earring is held
together by a soft silver frame, providing a smooth
polished and elegant finish.
SKU: 5060487670320
Price: $ 105
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CO L L E CT I O N S
T H E WOV E N CO L L E CT I O N

#0375
PEDANG SILVER RING

The ring features a beautiful flowing design, carefully handcrafted by skilled Balinese silversmiths. A
thick silver outer frame holds the carefully woven
silver in place, providing a durable and polished
finish that wraps comfortably and securely on your
finger. Watch the sun glint off the edges and turn
heads wherever you go.
SKU: 5060487670375
Price: $ 105

#0344
SALUBAN SILVER RING

The ring has a smooth outer edge that holds the
delicate interlocking silver strands of Balinese silver
found within, creating a soft polished finish that sits
comfortably on your finger. Handcrafted by skilled
local silversmiths, this ring requires incredible precision and many decades of experience to smith.
SKU: 5060487670344
Price: $ 105
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CO L L E CT I O N S
T H E WOV E N CO L L E CT I O N

#0337
SANUR SILVER EARRINGS

Two delicate handcrafted silver leaves, that have
been carefully woven by the skilled Balinese silversmiths, are held together by a smooth outer frame
contrasting the intricate detail of the bodies. The
simplicity and organic theme of these earrings take
their inspiration from the beautiful island of Bali, from
where they were fashioned and crafted.
SKU: 5060487670337
Price: $ 105

#0368
SOKA SILVER RING

This ring is a sibling of the Pedang Silver Ring,
featuring intricate interlocking detail that carefully
weaves silver into silver. A strong silver rim makes
the piece durable, while a subtle polish ensures a
smooth finish.
SKU: 5060487670368
Price: $ 105
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CO L L E CT I O N S
T H E WOV E N CO L L E CT I O N

#1129
TUGEL SILVER RING

A smooth outer edge holds the delicate interlocking silver strands of Balinese silver found within,
creating a soft polished saddle to comfortably sit
on your finger. Handcrafted by skilled Balinese
silversmiths, this unique woven ring is one of our
most precious pieces, encompassing the soft simplicity of the island it came from.
Variant: Style Code 6
SKU: 5060487671105
Price: $ 105
Variant: Style Code
SKU: 5060487671112
Price: $ 105

7

Variant: Style Code 8
SKU: 5060487670351
Price: $ 105

#1150
YEH LEH SILVER RING

The smooth glistening surface of this fitting oblong design features intricately woven strands of
Balinese silver, meticulously handcrafted by a local
artisan. An evergreen piece of jewellery that will
stand the test of time!
Variant: Style Code 6
SKU: 5060487671136
Price: $ 115
Variant: Style Code 7
SKU: 5060487671143
Price: $ 115
Variant: Style Code 8
SKU: 5060487670382
Price: $ 115
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Limited Editions
Exquisitely handcrafted using traditions handed
down from generation to generation; each Nusa
piece is subtly unique.
The simple elegance of Nusa can complement
any outfit, from casual to the most formal, which
means that you can enjoy your Nusa every day.
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LIMITED EDITIONS
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#0245
KETEWEL SILVER CUFF

One of our most popular pieces, the overwhelming
intricacy of this skillfully handcrafted Balinese silver
cuff makes it truly unique to our collection. Tightly woven interlocking silver strands are carefully
woven by the local artisans and then carefully
polished to create a smooth finish. A subtle statetement piece that will turn heads.
SKU: 5060487670245
Price: $ 315

#0405
MERPATI SILVER NECKLACE

This beautiful soft piece of Indonesian silver has
been carefully fashioned in to a seamless flowing
shape by a skilled Balinese artisan with many years
of experience. One of our more formal pieces, this
special necklace will fit comfortably on your neck
and transform any outfit into something amazing.
SKU: 5060487670405
Price: $ 215
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Spring/Summer 2019
Exquisitely handcrafted using traditions handed
down from generation to generation; each Nusa
piece is subtly unique.
The simple elegance of Nusa can complement
any outfit, from casual to the most formal, which
means that you can enjoy your Nusa every day.
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#0221
BALIAN SILVER BRACELET

This bracelet has been meticulously handcrafted
by a Balinese artisan from beautiful local silver of
Indonesia. Four smoothly polished silver spheres
are held together by a woven tight braid, creating a
unique piece to show off at any occasion.
SKU: 5060487670221
Price: $ 275

#1051
BLUE POINT SILVER RING

The beautiful and intricate pattern represent the
smooth swell of Bali's Blue Point coast, this silver
ring was meticulously handcrafted by a local
Balinese silversmith. Durable polished silver, yet
still a fashionably lightweight, this is a very special
piece that can be worn with any outfit.
Variant: Style Code 9
SKU: 5060487671044
Price: $ 85
Variant: Style Code 10
SKU: 5060487670412
Price: $ 85
Variant: Style Code 11
SKU: 5060487671068
Price: $ 85
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#0900
GAJAH SILVER EARRINGS

These earrings showcase the best creativity of the
local Balinese silversmiths. The modern cones and
the minute smooth silver dots, coupled with the
traditional swirl motif is a nod to the past whilst projecting itself into the future.
SKU: 5060487670900
Price: $ 115

#0108
JEMBONG SILVER PENDANT

Like a silver sun exploding with energy, it's hard to
take your eyes of this incredibly detailed pendant.
Each individual detail of this piece has been handcrafted by a local Balinese silversmith, fashioning
what is truly an amazing and unique piece. This
piece of flair has the ability to transform any outfit
and make you shine.
SKU: 5060487670108
Price: $ 80
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#0887
KELINCI SILVER EARRINGS

These earrings have been handcrafted by local
Balinese silversmiths. The beautiful traditional swirl
motif and its modern oval shape strike the perfect
balance between the past and present.
SKU: 5060487670887
Price: $ 95

#1211
LAKSHMI SILVER NECKLACE

This exqusite necklace has been handcrafted
by our skilled artisans in Bali. The necklace is the
perfect fusion between traditional silversmithing
methods and modern design; a contemporary
piece destined to become a modern heirloom to
be passed down from generation to generation.
SKU: 5060487671211
Price: $ 395
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#0733
LESONG SILVER BRACELET

This unique piece of Balinese silver jewellery holds
an intricate wavy motif, which has been carefully
handcrafted by skilled Balinese artisans. A thick
braided leather band, is held together with a subtle
spring ring clasp. You can complement your look
with the Lesong Silver Necklace.
SKU: 5060487670733
Price: $ 105

#0580
LESONG SILVER NECKLACE

A counterpart of our Lesong Silver Bracelet, this
necklace is handcrafted by the skilled Balinese
artisans, featuring a large and intricate silver detail with a wavy motif found throughout Balinese
architecture. A durable braided leather strap holds
the necklace together and provides a comfortable
surface that won't irritate your neck.
SKU: 5060487670580
Price: $ 135
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#0689
MEDEWI SILVER BRACELET

The intricate silver weave of this bracelet showcases a stylish interlocked pattern that's been carefully
handcrafted by Balinese silversmiths. A subtle box
clasp secures the bracelet, guaranteeing a strong
and durable connection built to withstand any environment or activity.
SKU: 5060487670689
Price: $ 215

#0405
MERPATI SILVER NECKLACE

This beautiful soft piece of Indonesian silver has
been carefully fashioned in to a seamless flowing
shape by a skilled Balinese artisan with many years
of experience. One of our more formal pieces, this
special necklace will fit comfortably on your neck
and transform any outfit into something amazing.
SKU: 5060487670405
Price: $ 215
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#0856
SEMINYAK SILVER BRACELET

Taking silver from Kalimantan, our artisan handcrafts
each link in three distinctive chains, intertwining
them before uniting them with a traditional Balinese
clasp. A classic statement piece, this bracelet will
become a modern heirloom to be passed down
from generation to generation.
SKU: 5060487670856
Price: $ 305

#0849
SEMINYAK SILVER NECKLACE

Taking silver from Kalimantan, our artisan handcrafts
each link in three distinctive chains, intertwining
them before uniting them with a traditional Balinese
clasp. A classic statement piece, this necklace will
become a modern heirloom to be passed down
from generation to generation.
SKU: 5060487670849
Price: $ 395
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#1198
SUNGI SILVER CHAIN

Our artisans have beautifully handcrafted each
single silver link and composed this elegant chain.
This silver chain with its understated elegance can
be worn on its own or paired with a Nusa pendant.
SKU: 5060487671198
Price: $ 55

#0306
TULAMBEN SILVER BRACELET

The beautiful Indonesian silver was skillfully
handcrafted by local artisans, using only traditional
methods. The bracelet features silver granules that
have been flattened out into "dots", creating a pebbles motif. A cascade of small silver pebbles have
been handcrafted and carefully arranged to create
this unique bracelet.
SKU: 5060487670306
Price: $ 255
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New Arrivals
Exquisitely handcrafted using traditions handed
down from generation to generation; each Nusa
piece is subtly unique.
The simple elegance of Nusa can complement
any outfit, from casual to the most formal, which
means that you can enjoy your Nusa every day.
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#0962
DENPASAR SILVER RING

The silver strands have been meticulously woven
together into a stylish men's ring. Carefully crafted
and smoothly polished, this ring is a must have accessory for men who seek elegant simplicity from
their jewellery.
Variant: Style Code 9
SKU: 5060487670979
Price: $ 85
Variant: Style Code 10
SKU: 5060487670986
Price: $ 85
Variant: Style Code 11
SKU: 5060487670993
Price: $ 85

#0900
GAJAH SILVER EARRINGS

These earrings showcase the best creativity of
the local Balinese silversmiths. The modern cones
and the minute smooth silver dots, coupled with
the traditional swirl motif is a nod to the past whilst
projecting itself into the future.
SKU: 5060487670900
Price: $ 115
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#0887
KELINCI SILVER EARRINGS

These earrings have been handcrafted by local
Balinese silversmiths. The beautiful traditional swirl
motif and its modern oval shape strike the perfect
balance between the past and present.
SKU: 5060487670887
Price: $ 95

#1211
LAKSHMI SILVER NECKLACE

This exqusite necklace has been handcrafted by our
skilled artisans in Bali. The necklace is the perfect
fusion between traditional silversmithing methods
and modern design; a contemporary piece destined
to become a modern heirloom to be passed down
from generation to generation.
SKU: 5060487671211
Price: $ 395
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#0924
SINGARAJA SILVER RING

Our artisans have beautifully handcrafted each
single silver link and composed this elegant men's
ring. This ring with its classic design will transcend
fads and trends, making it the everyday accessory
for men who seek understated elegance and style.
Variant: Style Code 9
SKU: 5060487670931
Price: $ 85
Variant: Style Code 10
SKU: 5060487670948
Price: $ 85
Variant: Style Code 11
SKU: 5060487670955
Price: $ 85

#1198
SUNGI SILVER CHAIN

Our artisans have beautifully handcrafted each
single silver link and composed this elegant chain.
This silver chain with its understated elegance can
be worn on its own or paired with a Nusa pendant.
SKU: 5060487671198
Price: $ 55
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#0894
TERATAI SILVER EARRINGS

These earrings are a beautiful example of intricate
craftmanship. The silver dots, made with traditional
granulation techniques, are individually crafted and
assembled together. A subtle accessory that can
help transition from a day to night look.
SKU: 5060487670894
Price: $ 95

#0917
UBUD SILVER EARRINGS

Traditional granulation and silver thread techniques
have been used to handcraft these delicate earrings
by experienced Balinese artisans. These earrings
proudly tell the history of Balinese silver jewellery.
SKU: 5060487670917
Price: $ 85
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#1204
YEH HO SILVER CHAIN

Carefully handcrafted by our artisans, each oxidised silver thread has been weaved together
giving this silver chain an antique look. The simple
elegance of the chain allows you to wear it on its
own or paired with a Nusa pendant.
SKU: 5060487671204
Price: $ 65

#1150
YEH LEH SILVER RING

The smooth glistening surface of this fitting oblong design features intricately woven strands of
Balinese silver, meticulously handcrafted by a local
artisan. An evergreen piece of jewellery that will
stand the test of time!
Variant: Style Code 6
SKU: 5060487671136
Price: $ 115
Variant: Style Code 7
SKU: 5060487671143
Price: $ 115
Variant: Style Code 8
SKU: 5060487670382
Price: $ 115
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Coming Soon
Exquisitely handcrafted using traditions handed
down from generation to generation; each Nusa
piece is subtly unique.
The simple elegance of Nusa can complement
any outfit, from casual to the most formal, which
means that you can enjoy your Nusa every day.
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#1235
BANGLI SILVER PENDANT

Handcrafted by our artisans using only traditional
methods, the pendant features a beautiful flower:
a homage to Bali's wonderful flora. Intricate motif
has been used on the locket bail to complete this
lovely pendant.
SKU: 5060487671235
Price: $ 80

#1280
KALISADA SILVER BRACELET

Each single silver strand is handcrafted and braided
together by our gifted artisans. The bracelet with
its oxidised silver braid and features solid sterling
silver end caps: a classic design that will stand the
test of time.
SKU: 5060487671280
Price: $ 265
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#1297
KROYA SILVER BRACELET

Carefully handcrafted by Balinese artisans, this
bracelet has deep roots in traditional Balinese culture. Inspired by the local flora, traditional swirl motif
is used to craft silver buds that feature at both ends
of the bracelet and the classic "dot" motif can be
found on the hinge. A truly delightful bracelet that
can be worn all day long.
SKU: 5060487671297
Price: $ 200

#1242
LEBIH SILVER EARRINGS

Always with Bali in mind, our artisans have handcrafted these dainty earrings. Fern inspired motif
together with traditional granulation methods give
rise to these subtle teardrop earrings.
SKU: 5060487671242
Price: $ 85
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#1266
RUBAYA SILVER EARRINGS

Hoop earring with a Balinese twist; the silver hoops
are weaved through a simple bail with the classic
Balinese "dot" motif. The "dot" motif follows an antique Balinese tradition of granulation, every single
element is handcarfted with care and love.
SKU: 5060487671266
Price: $ 75

#1273
SANGSIT SILVER EARRINGS

A beautiful example of classic Balinese silversmithing techniques; traditional granulation method gives
texture to the earrings, the central gold feature
offsets the oxidised silver thus conferring a harmonious balance to these earrings.
SKU: 5060487671273
Price: $ 85
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#0856
SEMINYAK SILVER BRACELET

Taking silver from Kalimantan, our artisan handcrafts
each link in three distinctive chains, intertwining
them before uniting them with a traditional Balinese
clasp. A classic statement piece, this bracelet will
become a modern heirloom to be passed down
from generation to generation.
SKU: 5060487670856
Price: $ 305

#0849
SEMINYAK SILVER NECKLACE

Taking silver from Kalimantan, our artisan handcrafts
each link in three distinctive chains, intertwining
them before uniting them with a traditional Balinese
clasp. A classic statement piece, this necklace will
become a modern heirloom to be passed down
from generation to generation.
SKU: 5060487670849
Price: $ 395
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#1259
TARO SILVER EARRINGS

An unique set of square hook earrings; a floral
centre piece encased within an intricate granulation and swirl frame. Our Balinese artisans have
taken inspiration from the bountiful local flora and
translated it into a beauftiful handcrafted piece of
jewellery.
SKU: 5060487671259
Price: $ 85

#1228
TEMBOK SILVER PENDANT

Handcrafted by our artisans using only traditional methods, this pendant with its modern design
takes its inspiration from the waves and flora of
Bali. This intricate motif can also been found on the
locket bail, these are the small details that make
this pendant a truly precious piece.
SKU: 5060487671228
Price: $ 65
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